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To a vision and a future
Where our children’s children
Will have the chance
To live on this earth
In a better world
Because you and I
Found the strength within us somehow
To make the impossible come true
Knowing they will live somewhere beyond us
Because we kept the Human dream alive.

FORWARD

Someday “they” will snarl the command to obey,
Fall into line and pay the price!
And no one will answer, no one will show.
Everyone will have left, long gone.
Wandering faraway hand in hand joyful,
Beyond any hope of recall.
Sauntering together far down the road.
And after the empty echoes finally die
“They” will hastily gather up
Discarding useless trinkets and toys.
And stumble along in the dust.
Lost in desperate confusion
And long forgotten humility.
Scrambling to catch up.
And we will probably linger there
Somewhere on the edge of paradise
With awaiting, open arms
For them to straggle in.
Fearless in unconcerned reconciliation.
So lost in the wild freedom and joy
Of finally coming home.
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In a previous book, A New Way to be Human on Earth1, I
introduced the incredible idea that the real reason our Human
order and civilization are disintegrating today, and our biosphere is in free fall collapse all around us is because of a deep,
systemic and fatal ignorance now hidden in the foundations
of rational, logical and ordered Human thought. There is a
secret flaw in the way Human beings think and reason and
in our primitive understanding and vision of universe itself.
Fundamentally all of us are basically profoundly ignorant.
The secret that is hidden all around us today in this savage,
chaotic world is that everything we have built, the logic, the
science, the technology, philosophy and the rational order
with which we think we have defined and explained all universe are totally wrong. We are still primitive and blind, and
have been so since long, long ago in the deep time of prehistory when Human beings and the Human mind came out of
the shadows and structured and defined logical and rational
thought began.
The truth is that none of us have any true idea of what is
happening here. In our oblivious ignorance we have no idea
that the problem is within all of us, and that it has reached
deadly criticality and extreme expression in those supreme
and powerful elite now in control of our Human world.
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Those global fools now at the top of our Human civilization
are just as lost as we are. Even more so. They still believe they
can survive this insane madness, and this stark and terrible
catastrophe that our ignorant and oblivious species is headed
towards. They still believe there will be somewhere for them
and their stolen wealth and profit to hide. They have no idea
and cannot see that it is a profound and colossal ignorance,
which is in total contradiction to the design and destiny of
universe itself, that is destroying the Human race.
The reason we see our Human reality as a jungle of “survival of the fittest”, “kill or be killed”, where there are always
monsters and dragons lurking in the deep and the darkness
of the unknown beyond the flickering light of primitive reason and mistaken safety; the reason that dreams of freedom,
justice, truth, peace, sustainability, unity and compassion on
earth are always that, dreams that never come true on this
savage earth…all of this is because of that secret, primal ignorance lurking in us all, that we have never truly faced and
conquered.
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All of us are now hurtling towards cataclysm because there is
no longer any room for that primitive ignorance in this destined and expectant universe. That fatal and prehistoric dark
ignorance lurking in us all must be left behind like a depleted
yolk sack. It is no longer viable, and the time has come to
crack the eggshell and escape. The time has come for Human
beings to reach into a new Human world and a higher consciousness. Now is the time for Humankind to take wing and
evolve into the beyond.
Try as we might, it is no longer possible to retreat into
delusion or ignore the catastrophic crisis thundering towards
us all. Even in this world where the pure truth is stealthily
concealed and corrupted and you and I are kept from seeing
things as they really are, we all sense the truth. Somehow we
know. And we also know that when it comes, there will be no
one to protect and save us. Those supreme and all-powerful
elite in their callous and blind, extreme ignorance will abandon us. You and I will have to somehow find our way through
without them. We will have to learn to trust each other and
ourselves. We will all have to dream the impossible dream that
there is a way through. That somewhere there is an answer,
and we will have to find that answer inside us. Somehow in
the ocean of fear and chaos surrounding us, together, you and
I have to find the way home.
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Why were we given the gift of awareness? Why was life
breathed into us? Beyond the agony and pain, the paralyzing
fear and the desolate loneliness, instinctively we know that the
answer to the mystery of this universe is hidden somewhere,
always somehow just beyond our grasp. There is something
there. Something we are supposed to discover; something
magnificent we are supposed to be. We try to understand and
make sense of it all. We try to solve the enigma and embrace
and enjoin the sublime convergence and perfect concordant
harmony hidden in universe and truly be part of that flow,
but something deep and systemic within us holds us back.
Why can we not uncover the answer to the mystery?
There are clues. Clues that all point the same way, if we
could only clearly recognize and see. Intimations. Anomalies.
Unknown impediments beclouded beyond the horizon of our
vision.
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In the current of a river there are sometimes wave distortions
concealing grave obstructions hidden deep beneath the surface that disrupt the flowing continuity. Just so in the endless
concourse of our lives lurking in tempestuous turmoil there
are lethal obstructions secreted, holding us back from flowing
home. Hidden there are obstacles that do not fit, that interrupt
and distort the sublime harmony and threaten to destroy us.
All of us today are adrift in treacherous and deadly rapids unable to reach the calm, untroubled waters marking the
enfolding flow and sacred destiny of universe. To navigate
through that Hell all around us now, we must see the rocks
deep beneath us clearly, conquer them and voyage beyond all
this wild, savage madness that threatens to end Human life
on earth for us all.
To help see things more clearly, after a lifetime of persistent
and tenacious pursuit I have managed to capture and clarify
a few important things that will transform this Human tragedy on earth and launch the journey home. As a preamble to
that voyage, there is one concept I have discovered that would
truly and forevermore change our desperate Human world,
end the wild, savage chaos now devastating our civilization
and harmonize the magnificent potential that is now buried
deep within all of us today.
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If we Human beings on this earth truly cared for each other
as we now obsessively, instinctively and fanatically cared absolutely for our own personal, private and selfish lives…this
brutal human world would be transformed incontrovertibly
into a paradise on earth.
Try to imagine what that would be like.
If everyone completely, totally, without question, life or
death really cared, bonded, defended and protected you just
like they would their own life…everything would change.
Nothing would be the same. No one would steal your lunch.
Hostility, ruthless inhumanity, selfish brutality, hatred and
obscene savage conflict and terror would end. Overnight we
would begin to live in a completely Human, compassionate
and unified civilization, almost beyond imagination.
Can you envision such a world?
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If you have managed to begin to picture it, this imaginary
dream seems to be an impossible and inconceivable reality.
But, is this truly “impossible?”
What if there were a dimensional shift and an astounding discovery that could open a door to make such an impossible dream come true for our species? After years of dogged
searching I have come to believe that there is. That incredible
discovery begins with examining the subtle and subliminal
reason why this dream would be impossible. In truth, that
“impossibility” originates with the inviolable primitive fixation upon our own selves and our own survival. We identify
that primary fixation as our innate, impulsive reflex to “survive.” And that fixation is instinctive, automatic and total. As
a species and life force we recognize and accept this as our
animal “survival instinct” for preservation of life itself. This
we all have come to accept and know within us as inflexible,
systemic and true. And the essence of this visceral, and deeply
systemic “survival instinct” is that first and foremost we automatically and instinctively care about ourselves, first.
This then comprises the essential reason why such a dream
of truly caring for others instinctively and totally is such
an impossible dream. Our primitive fixation and “survival
instinct” is an elemental and primordial obsession with self. It
is mandated and defined by an intrinsic, fanatical and absolute
preoccupation with ourselves first. Without question, immediate, direct and total. No other factor or consideration…nothing
else and no one else can supersede us in that process.
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And so, truly caring for anyone or anything else is impossible
and cannot successfully co-exist with our innate, instinctive
and bestial “survival instinct.” Because it is an incontrovertible, automatic and almost autonomic fixation upon self and
solitary, barbaric and savage existence it does not only render
a truly caring society impossible, it is fundamentally contrary
to harmonized, communal and civilized life itself.
Today, you and I believe we live a social, communal and truly
civilized existence that is light years removed from that prehistoric, savage, selfish and primal reality that our primordial ancestors lived eons ago on this planet. We acknowledge
this common bestial, selfish “survival instinct” centered deep
within every one of us. But we believe and are certain that we
modern human beings have expanded outward and beyond
this animal selfishness inside us. We believe that we have successfully evolved past this dominant primal fixation and have
developed logical, rational, ordered and civilized existence.
All of us unquestionably and completely believe this to be
moral, spiritual, philosophical, scientific and logical fact. We
are no longer prehistoric and primitive. We are now civilized.
We have evolved into a highly complex, diversified, technological and social animal, and have left that prehistoric beast
far behind us.
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But after careful, intensive consideration I have discovered
something incredible. This is simply not true. That dark and
primal shadow beast has not been left behind. It is concealed
deep beneath our troubled and chaotic world, and still dominates every arena of our awareness even though we cannot see
and sense its presence. Even in the sanctuary and bastion of
our hallowed superior human intellect and intelligence, it is
still there, stalking and prehistoric. We have not left it behind.
It not only lurks at the foundation and center of all Human
emotion, it is elemental and fundamental to the structure and
orientation of all sophisticated, logical, rational and ordered
thought itself. Incredibly, I have tracked the presence of that
primitive fixation to the very foundations of Human logical
and rational thought itself.
It is still there.
We have not truly evolved. Beneath all of our complex,
technological and sophisticated, civilized mindscape we are
still essentially the same prehistoric and primal beings that
walked this earth eons ago. This is a staggering and unbelievable fact. But it is true. And it is this truth that is the hidden,
mortal and deadly obstruction that is secretly destroying our
world today.
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To rescue humankind from a disintegrating world and this
Human death march to oblivion we must now recognize how
all of us still function and orient our reality from a prehistoric
and primal perspective we thought we left behind long, long
ago in the dark mystery of deep time. Our very survival as a
life force depends upon comprehending this startling revelation. Human beings are not yet fully evolved. We have yet to
take the last profound and metamorphic step to truly become
the consummate, supreme and ultimate, evolved creatures we
now mistakenly believe we are. And this troubled, chaotic
and presently disintegrating civilization and reality you and I
are now living in is a simple reflection of this fact. Our future
on this earth, and our survival itself depends upon finally finishing that Human evolution. Our only hope as a life force
is to somehow accomplish the impossible and finally journey
towards, and evolve into a truly supreme being and in leaving
that primitive, prehistoric beast behind us forevermore.
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You and I have to begin that journey by looking inside ourselves. There is no more troubled and wildly turbulent arena
than the private lives you and I live today on this planet. In all
of our battered and besieged lives today we are forced to give
away more and more of our precious lives chained in bondage
and subservience giving away most of our lives just for the
priceless moments where we have the chance to live Human
lives of our own. But even that small circle of freedom and
humanity is disappearing in this world. Today we all seem
to be living in a world raging out of control, where desperate and capitalized Human beings are running for their lives
with no safe refuge, and nowhere to hide from a deadly storm.
We cannot stand together and turn back a disintegrating
world swirling in a tidal wave of wild, churning turbulent
chaos, senseless brutality and inhuman savagery even though
our species is on the edge of annihilation and extinction of
the Human race itself. We cannot come together. We simply
cannot stop hurting, hating, killing and torturing each other.
Rage, terror and hopelessness have become a way of life.
There seems nothing left to cling to and give us hope.
Ancient anchorages of resurrecting salvation, religious communion, humanistic and humanitarian conviction, or uniting moral, ethical belief are today engulfed in circumspect
detachment, or deadly conflict and can no longer offer universal love and sanctuary to save us.
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Beyond the collapse of our economic, social and environmental civilization the shattering truth is that we as a life force
on this earth are bankrupt in spiritual vision and hope. Lost,
adrift in mad chaos and wild, turbulent despair we careen
towards desolate and dark oblivion everywhere.
And most of all, our lives are becoming profoundly empty
and lonely. Two people, or a few close friends or family may
share common joy and connection, but beyond these distant
and precious oases there is vast loneliness. It is a forlorn emptiness no less vast than deep, outer space. Human beings need
heavy caring, and we cannot yet care enough. We are all tormented and ravaged by Human interaction that is often the
commerce of malnourished and injured, rabid animals. But
somewhere buried in that raging, tumultuous concourse is the
chance, whispering promise of escaping whirlwind chaos and
discovering the sacred flow and harmony of universe within
ourselves that will one day carry us all home.
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Each of us in our separate lives try to reach beyond the barren circle we live in to connect and bond with others. We all
hunger to find communion, compassion and caring beyond
the chaos and turmoil of a cold, uncaring world. But that
unquenchable hunger to open up and be known and loved to
the very center of our beings is never truly fulfilled. It is not
because we do not try or hunger to truly care. It is because
somehow we can’t. Something within hinders us. There is a
deep, systemic obstruction there that will not set us free.
It is time Human beings recognize that the deep and
deadly obstruction is the lurking presence of a prehistoric
ignorance, and a self-centered Primal Perspective born long,
long ago in a dark and savage forgotten world we thought we
left behind eons ago. We modern Human beings today in this
complex and technological civilization are still chained to that
prehistoric animal.
There is clear evidence in this world of that primitive
and selfish primal beast that lurks in Human beings. None
of us are strangers in our lives to hate, jealousy, blind ambition, rape, vengeance, rage, deception for personal and private gain- or bigotry, discrimination and prejudice emanating
from closed and self-centered minds in this civilization. And
translated outward to our world at large there are stark vestiges of it everywhere in every domain.
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Greed, ruthlessness, barbaric brutality and abominable inhumanity scream at us from newspapers, televisions and media
no matter who or where you are today. And monstrous abuse
of power and merciless exploitation and extortion of weak
and helpless Human beings for personal gain and profit, or
the draconian destruction of Human reason and potential
with diabolical propaganda, brainwashing and mind control… and most horrid of all the torture and reveling in desperate human pain and suffering are all deadly proof that the
savage, selfish and primitive beast is still at large in this violent
and vicious world.
Arrayed against this primitive savagery in this world are
all of our social etiquette and controls, peer influence and
civilized mechanisms enlisted to subdue and restrain the prehistoric animal within. Every appeal to engage the compelling power of humanism, compassion, morality and ethics are
now being employed in that confrontation in a global effort
to maintain a merciful, Human world. Even the final monolithic power of Law, harsh retribution, punishment, draconian
incarceration and state executions threatening the ultimate
terror of death itself are losing control of a wild prehistoric
savageness afoot in this terrifying world. Look around you
today.
We are losing the battle for a Human and civilized world.
Why?
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Why is our Human world with all its exquisite humanism,
promise and magnificent potential being crushed and shattered by a dark and bestial savagery within us that we cannot
seem to escape?
The stark answer is that we do not understand that even
the way we make sense of universe, how we reason, define
truth and establish meaning in this universe are corrupted and
flawed by that brutal, unevolved ignorant beast within, and a
primitive and prehistoric primal perspective that corrupts the
very way Human beings think, itself. We don’t understand
the true hold it has on us, and how deep that deadly ignorance goes. And we cannot escape extinction until our life
force evolves a way beyond that dark ignorance.
To truly see that colossal ignorance, we must challenge all
the comfortable traditions, conventions, common facts and
axioms that now structure our Human existence. We modern Humans must irreverently examine the very fabric and
structure of how our present Human minds function. We
have to dare to question the foundation of our rational, logical and ordered mindset. We must entertain the outrageous
conjecture that even though we firmly believe and are certain that this systematized truth and order we have created
is the authentic, incontrovertible and eternal truth which all
universe is centered upon…that this is not true, that we are
wrong. And then we must find the courage to believe such an
impossible thing.
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Seen from the panorama of the ages, the truth, order and
reality we have created and foundered our entire civilization,
and our syndrome of meaning upon do not represent the real
design, destiny and truth of universe. It is instead actually
foundered and directly radiated from the very same selfish
fixation and ancient Primal Perspective that is now the deadly
threat to the survival of our species.
We are blinded by a prehistoric ignorance that our modern, civilized life force still has not escaped. The real truth
and meaning of universe lies beyond the horizon of our present primitive and primordial awareness. No one anywhere
has yet even suspected this tragic and staggering fact. We
must shine the light of an awakening Human consciousness
upon the dark corners deep inside our primitive mindscape
and reveal that lurking prehistoric ignorance within us all.
And we must comprehend the fact that the reason that secret
and colossal ignorance is so deeply embedded in the landscape
and fabric of our Human mindset is that it was there at the
beginning, when the prehistoric Human mind came out of
the dark shadows and logical, rational and ordered thought
began…so long, and long ago.
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Try to picture that time. Somewhere unsuspected in the
grand procession of the ages and an unremarkable regularity
and rhythm of the seasonal, timeless flux and flow of nature,
what we now know as critical Human thought began. And
the birth of that amazing capacity must have been marked
by a significant and unprecedented event. Like the wonder of
water that coalesces around a stray mote of dust in the sky, to
form the crystal teardrop of rain…a crucial, germinal event
occurred eons ago, upon which the scattered, promise elements of potential stirring expectantly within primal Human
beings coalesced around to create the birth of critical thought
on earth for Humankind. Something stark, unimaginable
and profound preceded the birth of critical Human thought.
I believe that this crucial and momentous event was that
Human beings saw themselves for the very first time. And in
the process of that astounding, extraordinary event, the concept of “self”, being and the vital identity of “me” and “I” was
born. This was the monumental birth of what we now call
”awareness” for our Human life force. This was the fulcrum
upon which logical, rational and ordered thought began in
the primitive Human mind. And it is important to discover
the cause of that incredible birth of Human awareness.
Why did it happen?
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In a still, calm pool of crystal clear water, in unreflected light
the surface is indistinguishable. For all intents and purposes it
is invisible to us. Only when a stone is thrown into that perfect
mirage, and the waves shatter that illusion do we see things
as they really are. Just so in that ancient prehistoric age, something shattered the illusion of unremarkable routine.
And the stone that shattered that illusion was the specter
of death.
You and I, in our full, bounteous and vibrant lives today have
brushes with death. In wars, famine, drought and natural
and mortal calamity it punctures our lives today in sporadic
destruction. But the storied legend of genetic registry speaks
of ages not so distant in our Human past where the monster of death reigned supreme on a lifeless, barren planet.
Catastrophic volcanic, geological, astrological and climatological events obliterated and extinguished life in stark deathly
horror, everywhere inescapable all around them.
Human life itself was sent broken and crushed to its knees,
driven to the edge of extinction, watching day after day the
breath of life all around them suffocated and strangled by the
sinister power of cold, lifeless death. Where the warmth of the
Sun could not penetrate endless, winter darkness. Where the
blessed rain from the sky did not fall. Where glacial, freezing,
bone-chilling cold day after day, year after year mercilessly
turned warm, living blood to stone cold ice.
The Way Home For Humankind
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We cannot now imagine how the force and specter of death
overpowered, dominated and terrorized the Human life force
then. That confrontation with the overpowering, helpless terror of death was not sporadic or occasional, it was stark and
relentless. The evidence points to the truth that prehistoric
Human life was marooned in that catastrophic and desperate
battle on the very edge of extinction for perhaps thousands
of years. I believe it was in this savage and desperate arena,
now forgotten in the dim recesses of prehistory, that Human
critical logical thought and reason was born. And they were
forged in the titanic and raging, mortal battle to overcome
and overpower the savage terror of death, itself.
In those deadly times, and in the immense struggle with the
mortal terror of death, the recognition and agony of witnessing life and death in family members and the Human beings
that had become close and communal with them, gradually
penetrated their mindset. This perception eventually became
internalized with the grave and catastrophic realization that
it would happen to them personally. For the first time in
the saga of our species this devastating concept percolated to
the surface in their primitive mindscape. They, themselves,
would die. From then on they internalized that stark horror
and it stormed through their primitive minds and existence,
and nothing was the same ever again.
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We can only imagine how devastating and raw the torment
that this staggering revelation caused. It must have raged
through their rudimentary and humble existence. But somehow with the indefatigable courage and indomitable will that
is undying and quintessential to Human life and all life in
universe, they found a way to carry on.
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In that monumental effort of trying to assimilate and come
to terms with death, through perhaps thousands of years they
developed a phenomenal and remarkable method to deal
with that haunting, dark terror. Somehow they managed to
wrap their primitive minds around it and then, incredibly,
they found the courage to challenge that terror. They began
to “see” themselves and their lives against the backdrop and
counterpoint of becoming lost forever in the dark unknown
and total loss of indescribable death. In trying to grasp and
conceptualize this, the Human mind began to turn inward.
They began to crystallize in an awakening primitive mindset, the amorphous and undeveloped essence that they were.
To survive that haunting nightmare and that almost paralyzing threat, they had to focus and give form and dimension to
their insubstantial, unreal existence. They had to somehow
exalt and immortalize the enigma of the life they lived, give it
power and substance, and to make “life” more powerful and
eternal than death; to make their lives more real than death
itself. And it probably took eons, but they somehow puzzled
it out and did this impossible thing.
Looking back now, putting everything in perspective, that
accomplishment must be seen as nothing less than prehistoric genius. Back there in the dim shadows of the unwritten
and unknown savagery of a prehistoric world, they created
and conceived the rough and primeval structure and a syndrome of meaning that took the Human life force out of that
26
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monstrous dark and terrifying world that left them helpless
and hopeless before the power of death, and they created the
foundation upon which logical, rational and ordered thought
was born. And that magical discovery allowed for not only
the survival of Human life on earth, it opened the door to the
future complex, technological and civilized world we modern
Humans glory in today.
That primitive and prehistoric stark recognition of death
and its consequent inward reflection resulted in the birth of
“awareness” and the mental crystallization of the identity of
“self”, being, “me” and “I” in the Human species for the first
time on earth. And beginning with that amazing recognition,
in the grace and continuity of all universe, that effort and that
emerging “awareness” developed and ramified to give structure and dimension to that “self” in the context of universe
itself. They Humanized all universe, and their living, breathing Lives become real, substantial and beyond death.
That internalized and titanic struggle launched a voyage
outward into the unknown of universe and created a platform of primitive identity and reason where their self, “I”,
me awareness not only represented the central essence of their
existence, but it became the center to all universe. We must
now see this magnificent accomplishment.
They found the internal courage to challenge the power
and horror of death itself.
And they won.
The Way Home For Humankind
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This is the process and the progression by which it all
happened.
That prehistoric moment when Human beings first “saw”
themselves and when the “awareness” of “self” and “I” surfaced for the first time in the Human saga was a crucial genesis and pivotal threshold for our species. From that time on
that awareness flourished and grew in such scope and depth
that it finally allowed for Human critical thought to blossom. That concentrated and desperate inward reflection
generated astounding results. That profound inward journey grasped the subliminal and instinctive recognition that
from unknown mystery “we” emerge, are born and have living, breathing vivid life, and we are then terminated in the
unknown mystery of death. The perspective that it begins and
it ends became critical. It is possible to understand now that
this stark confrontation with the shattering concept of death
not only forced the birth of awareness, it marked a maturing
evolution in primitive minds and the recognition that their
Human lives were fundamentally and essentially discrete,
and vulnerably exposed to death and the unknown. And that
elemental and overriding discreteness insidiously came to be
the absolute defining point of our lives themselves.
In the genesis of that incredible process, the primitive
Human self-image first became:
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“Solitary one”
Surrounded and eternally isolated by the death and the
unknown.
And from this primitive image, this is where the astounding
point of pure genius entered into the evolution of prehistoric
awareness. Using that awakening perception (that Human life
itself was fundamentally discrete), those incredible, primitive
Human beings raged to take that essence and awareness and
ultimately to conquer the terrifying specter of death and the
unknown by placing all universe into the fundamental and
elemental concept and Primal Perspective of discreteness.
This was the first step in the titanic battle against death.
This was the monumental leap towards critical thought that
those prehistoric minds made. It was genius. It was magnificent. And it evolved secretly in the darkness of deep time,
long ago. We must now clearly see and understand that sea
change to the awareness of a universe of discreteness instead
of a universe of death and the unknown.
This is where the birth of critical Human reason began.
This was where our logical, rational and ordered modern
Human reason took shape and form. And it began by the
transformative genius of seeing universe as:
“Solitary one”
Surrounded everywhere in universe by
DISCRETENESS.
The Way Home For Humankind
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Those prehistoric Human beings crystallized the fact that
the most fundamental and basic essence of our isolated, private lives was that they were absolutely, totally and irreversibly discrete. It began with seeing that we were totally alone,
and isolated by death and the unknown. Then, Human life,
existence, “self” and our beings were seen as discrete. Using
this ingenious crystallization of the astounding concept of discreteness, it then became the most crucial factor in Human
survival to take that elemental discreteness, that constituted
and mirrored the “solitary one” lives we led, and somehow
transpose it into that everywhere surrounding unknown, (i.e.
death.)
The titanic battle against the terror of death then became the
struggle to make life (discreteness) become real in universe,
itself. And, somehow, through eons this is what those incredible primitive Human ancestors did. They created a universe
where the essence of our “solitary one” lives, i.e. discreteness,
became real and the absolutely essential center to all universe.
Instead of a universe and the surrounding unknown centered
upon death, it became centered upon discreteness. In this
profound process of pure, prehistoric genius they conquered
death and all unknown with the image and the essence of our
“solitary one” lives. By centering all universe upon elemental
and fundamental discreteness, they made all universe speak
the language of life instead of the language of death.
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And this miraculous, titanic and astounding transformation
happened in total darkness eons ago in an age and a prehistoric world that is now lost to us, beyond our comprehension.
In this desperately tormented, chaotic and disintegrating
modern world today we need to understand this magnificent
evolution. How did it happen?
This is how:
First, like a caterpillar in the chrysalis somehow evolves into
a butterfly, in their prehistoric minds they began to look
outward at a once amorphous, unintelligible and seamless
concordance of nature all around them, and they began to
visualize and conceptualize discreteness everywhere around
them. The primitive Human mind grasped the astounding
and metamorphic ability to interrupt that seamless coherence
all around them…they began to see “things”, objects and
identities that were themselves essentially discrete2. This was
an astounding and amazing mental callisthenic and leap in
awareness that somehow happened in that ancient, primeval
darkness of prehistoric Human life. It was the birth not only
of the critical, logical and rational Human mind, it was the
birth of the concept of symbols in Human prehistory.
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We can see the first embryonic evidence of that ancient, primitive creative process in the prehistoric handprint etched in the
desert. “Here I am!” Alive! This is Discrete Me!
That raw, primitive evidence was perhaps the first symbol, the first evidence of an incredible leap in the prehistoric
Human mind to make universe speak the “solitary one” language of discreteness. This represented an incredible and
staggering transformation in the Human mindscape, sacredly
picturing the world around us in images, drawings and symbols. In this way they visualized and personified universe,
making it come alive, and safe from the primal fear of death.
Today, you and I naturally and instinctively see symbols
everywhere, not even imagining why or how they took shape
in our modern minds...and what it cost them in eons of raging despair to discover.
Even though today we are beginning to suspect that there
is no true, disconnected discreteness in universe, or that
it cannot truly be explained in symbolic imagery, and that
symbols exist only in our minds and our primitive ignorant
Primal Perspective; this was a still a magnificent, unprecedented step and is nothing less than a miracle that coalesced
in those primitive minds. Not only did they begin to visualize
and see evidence of discreteness mirroring “solitary one” all
around them, but they began to populate all universe and the
Human mindscape with symbols.
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Pictures. Words. Numbers.
Communication. History.

Names. Taxonomy. Atoms.

This is where it all began.
And with that primitive foundation of symbolic discreteness wrenched from an unintelligible universe in their courageous vision and magnificent effort to escape the stark terror
of death, they began to lift all Humankind out of that dark
paralyzing fear.
We must respect and appreciate this. It is time we understand the courageous and magnificent efforts they made to lift
us out of prehistoric and deadly ignorance. Today we modern
humans must carry on that effort and that sacred quest. In
that forgotten and lost age they honored our Human dream
and did the best they could. We must do the same. The dark,
secret ignorance lurking within has been held at bay for
eons, but we have not evolved beyond it. With new genius
and extraordinary, magnificent vision we must do the impossible one more time. That titanic battle must be engaged once
again. We must, once more, conquer that resurrected, lurking presence of death and unknown today and finally lay that
beast and the fear and wild terror to rest, at last.
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We are beginning to comprehend that in our still primitive
awareness everything must be reduced and defined in symbolic
and absolutely discrete form and expression to make sense and
be real and possess truth and meaning for us. Absolute inviolable
discreteness just like our sacred living identity of “solitary one”
must at all costs be preserved as the essential center and truth of
universe. Otherwise we cannot conceptualize and understand it.
Only in this way does anything truly make sense. Only in this
way does all universe speak the language of life, not death.
This is why everything must have a name. This is why
“mass” and “matter” must be conserved as indestructible and
eternally discrete in universe. This is why Scientific Truth
and our modern world of natural law, experimentation and
Order must be reproducible and invariant and can never
”disappear” into non-discrete death and nothingness. This
is why all universe must be built upon and composed of discrete, absolute and inviolable “elementary particles”, strings,
branes or “God” particles to be understandable and make
sense. This is how our minds function. This is how we make
sense of anything. This is how we think. All of us.
The more precisely and exactly we define, compute, calibrate, compute and quantify the universe around us, although
we ignorantly pleasure in the more stability and veracity we
believe we have placed into Universe, the real truth is that we
have we have simply established more discreteness there, in
accordance with that deep prehistoric and Primal Perspective
that for us is secretly the true reality.
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Even the landmark concepts of elemental Opposition and
Equality that give structure to the fabric of scientific, logical and philosophical truth are also directly derived from that
prehistoric and Primal Perspective. All things in this universe
that we now define in the terms of fundamental and diametric Opposition simply relate to and are reflections of the
Primal Opposition circumscribing our primitive, prehistoric
awareness of “solitary one”. They all simply mirror the “Life”
and “Death” Primal Opposition that brackets the bare primitive and ancient reality from which our prehistoric genius
ancestors originated and created the Primal Perspective of
elemental discreteness. Everything we now consider to be
in primordial Opposition simply reflect the reality of life and
death.
LIFE
IS
YES
RIGHT
POSITIVE
SOMETHING
GOOD
MASS
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DEATH
ISN’T
NO
WRONG
NEGATIVE
NOTHING
BAD
SPACE
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And the Equality with which we register, qualify and interrelate all universe, is also a primitive and flawed construct centered around that Primal Perspective. The important function
of this concept is that it systematizes elements, identities or discrete representations in an arrangement that does not abrogate
or in any way diminish them. Their intrinsic discreteness is
not affected. They remain separate, inviolable and eternally discrete. They are merely interrelated with a concept: Equal.
Separate and discrete: but Equal.
The concept of “Equal” is as close as we can get from our prehistoric, discrete Primal Perspective to the inexplicable existence of pure, non-discrete, sublime Unity in universe. Our
primitive mental architecture lacks the mechanisms to reach
beyond the primal fixation upon “self” and primal, “solitary
one” discreteness to conceptualize a consideration where what
we necessarily perceive as elemental discreteness is somehow
absolved and dissolved into quintessential UNION.
In the abstruse concept of pure, total UNION where does the
elemental, sacred discreteness disappear to in this inscrutable
process? How can two become one and not essentially eliminate
and render “non-existent” (i.e. dead) their essential discreteness
in that process? In our primitive minds, there is nothing, and
no existence without fundamental and elemental discreteness.
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True UNION is an impenetrable enigma that now lies
beyond the horizon of our primitive syndrome of meaning.
This is why we do not truly understand Wholes or the pure
Unanimity of universe. Neither are compositions that are
radiated and centered upon essential discreteness. This is why
they are essentially unknowable.
In truth there is really only one thing we absolutely “know.”
We only know our living, breathing viscerally systemic and
discrete lives. Everything else is approximation, conjecture,
supposition and reflection, and is made real only in symbolic,
theoretical image, or statistical probability. Everything else is
only the illusion of knowledge.
In truth, we really only know one thing. We only know
what we live in “solitary one” forever discrete and absolute,
insoluble separateness.
All this reveals how deeply the beast and that primitive
and prehistoric awareness is hidden in the very structure of
the vaunted superiority, detached objectivity and universal
truth that we believe our modern Human intellect manifests
in this Universe. It is that discreteness hidden now at the
secret center of our awareness and logical order that conceals
that primitive beast and the primal ignorance. It is the same
deadly, mystifying unknown that confronted our desperate
and primitive ancestors. Still there, still unconquered. Still
deadly. It is why the Human dream is still yet unfinished.
This is why our Human world is falling apart around us.
That ignorance is destroying us.
The beast still lives.
The Way Home For Humankind
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Where once long ago the crystallization and birthing “awareness” of discreteness, “solitary one” and an evolving Primal
Perspective opened the door to a new way to be Human on
this earth…you and I must see another awakening “awareness” beckoning. The uncommon concepts and ideas scripted
here uncover the diabolical presence of that dark, savage
ignorance everywhere still lurking in our world today. This
revelation is devastating, terrifying and will be almost indigestible and unacceptable to some. Those discoveries confirm the stark truth and the fatal reason why our world is
disintegrating around us today. But there is something more.
Within these words and these pages there is something crucial and vital. Beneath the madness, despair and chaos raging
all around us today, secretly submerged here is an insight and
message of incomparable value and glimmering hope. Within
that message is the answer to that desperate question: “Why?”
It is the answer our life force has been questing for since
the beginning. Crafted here are the raw materials, the hope
and the crudely charted vision for a way home.
For the first time we have a glimpse of the real origin of that
prehistoric ignorance. We begin to comprehend that it is
secreted within all of us. Every one of us. And most invaluable of all, here also is the longed for answer and the clear
identification of what the problem really is.
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The problem is the absolute source of this discreteness. It lurks
in the isolated, discrete and primitive “solitary one” lives each
of us live separately and alone. This is the root origin of the
discreteness manifested everywhere in our Human primitive awareness. It is the insidious ignorance of the inescapable
unknown of our discrete “solitary one” lives that is corrupting
this tormented world.
As long as Human beings live separate, “solitary” lives, that
prehistoric and fatal focus of discreteness will contaminate
and devastate our Human world ... and our Human world
will continue to disintegrate and fall apart all around us.
We are beginning to awaken to the startling fact that all the
ignorance, selfishness, disintegration and the secret reason
why truly caring for each other is an impossibility in this murderous and frightening world… all of this, in truth, comes
from the discrete, separate lives you and I live and cannot
truly escape or perfectly “share”.
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If we could escape that primitive prison of “solitary one” and
an ancient Primal Perspective it would be possible to journey
beyond that primordial ignorance. It would open the door for
Humankind to survive the catastrophic crisis our desperate
species is headed towards.
This is an amazing and astounding breakthrough.
We have the possibility here of a massive sea change for
Humankind away from “ego”, conquest and selfish survival
and a fatally flawed Primal Perspective, towards a new star.
That new star is the birth on this planet of something that
has always been shrouded in dark and hopeless impossibility. It is the star of true compassion, communion, enlightenment and Unity on this earth, and a new awareness and a new
way to be Human on this planet. It is the distant, impossible
unreachable star which is whispering that there must be a
way to escape this fatal Primal Perspective of prehistoric ignorance. There must be a way to finally escape our own separate, private and discrete lives and somehow evolve beyond. If
we can awaken and “see” that star beyond the dark shadow
of discreteness and the fatally flawed Primal Perspective, that
vision will guide Humankind through the savage, turbulent
horror all around us, and lead us all into a new dimension
where together beneath that clear starlight…we will pilot
Humankind home.
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It is not enough to shine that starlight onto this world and
reveal how ignorant we truly are. It is important and valuable
to clearly show that all the law, order and universal truth we
have built our entire civilization, and our essential syndrome
of meaning, destiny and design upon, must be transformed
and altered for our species to survive. It is crucial and necessary to do this, even though such a shattering and devastating
idea will necessarily cause disastrous shockwaves. You cannot propose catastrophic change to an entire civilization and a
mindset that has unfolded over thousands of years, even thousands of eons, without understandable contention and heated
disagreement, even recalcitrant disbelief.
But it is not enough.
It is not right for our life force to be left lost and alone with
an ancient safe sanctuary lying in shattered disarray. That
unconquerable dream and indomitable will to survive yet
living within us all deserves much more than this. It is not
enough to shine that critical, crucial and stark light upon
what is deadly wrong in our Human world without also illuminating and charting a course through all the consequent
storm and ruin that these incendiary ideas necessarily create.
It is therefore vital and imperative to reveal a distant, serene
and safe harbor where “tempest tossed3” Humankind can
begin again.
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We have been bewitched and corrupted by a mistaken and
false understanding of the meaning of Universe and life itself.
Maligned and misled by a secret primal ignorance, that was
so systemic that it was essentially invisible, we have struggled
and labored through centuries constructing a vast, multitudinous and diverse complex civilization, technology and dominion reaching out even to the interstellar threshold of eternity
itself…never even imagining that this grandeur and greatness
was contaminated and defiled by a fatal flaw secreted into the
very foundation itself.
Long ago in embryonic beginning we stumbled upon “awareness” and somehow crafted and discovered a vision of all universe that mirrored the primitive life within us. We thought
we had unearthed the elemental meaning and discrete truth
of all reality.
All existence.
All Universe.
But it turns out it was really just the first day of school.
All along we have never truly known how wrong we were. It
is only now because everything we have built seems to be falling apart all around us that we finally begin to understand.
Only now we finally are waking up to that fatal flaw that was
hidden and disguised so deep inside of everything.
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It is unbelievably hard to face the staggering understanding
that we will have to start all over again. It is hard to know
where to begin. But somehow you and I will find the way.
Human beings always have.
In this universe which we exist in and have never truly understood, there is a meaning, a truth and a destiny that has flowed
all around and through us since the beginning. And we have
never truly belonged in that flow. Not really. Instinctively we
all sense it, but we have never been able to grasp it and surrender to it.
We must find that Unity now.
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To truly belong in and flow with that mysterious unity of universe, we would have to leave behind and abandon the false
reality of elemental discreteness in universe. This we cannot
yet do, because we still live in a reality and an awareness of
our own separate, isolated, discrete “solitary one” lives. We
can only focus on our “selves”. Consequently, we still ignorantly believe that discreteness is the center of universe, and
we can only focus and concentrate on excised out pieces, and
the parts that define our primitive reality in universe. We
believe that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts. And we
try desperately with unsuspected and debilitating ignorance
to construct and create wholeness in this universe from within
the prison of the Primal Perspective. But universe and wholes
cannot be known and created in part. Somehow the whole
is greater than, and transcends the discrete parts. And this
we cannot really understand. It is beyond our present primal
comprehension.
And from that ignorance centered upon “solitary one” and
discreteness we can only express things in singular terms. We
only comprehend and understand if everything is placed in
singularity. We cannot recognize or understand duality. The
perfect expression of discreteness is always singular: One.
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And that concept of “One” is not the expression of all encompassing and interwoven Whole Unity. It is a concept of isolation, differentiation and stoic elimination. It is the essence of
singularity and absolute discreteness like the “Solitary One”
lives we live totally empty and alone. Pure discreteness is
always a reflection of a totally isolated singularity. It mirrors
and validates a universe and a reality where things can only
go one way at one time. Things can only exist in one place
at one time. Nothing can happen simultaneously or instantaneously, because we cannot picture this in our primitive
minds obsessed with elemental discreteness. There can only
be one, and only one answer to everything. One exact and
precise definition. One leader. One God. “Solitary one”.
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And our false understanding of Universe must not only be
truly expressed in singularity to be valid and true, it must also
be expressed in linear terms. Just like the linear reality of our
living, Life to Death, chronological “arrow” of time, linear
lifetime and existence. Life, existence and reality are verifiable and validly expressed only in the primitive and “solitary”
absolute terms of linearity. This universe not only is a singular
expression of our discrete centered and “solitary one” defined
lives, it must also be strictly linear to make sense and be understood from our primitive ignorance. There must be a linear
connection from discrete cause to discrete effect. Events must
flow in linear advancement from the past through the present to the future. The number line expressing quantification
and defined, discrete value must progress in linear direction
of increasing or decreasing, positive or negative calibration to
be recognized and confirmed as true. Everything in undeviating linear and singular reference must reflect our lives and
the primitive “syndrome of meaning” of singular and linear
discreteness. True multidimensional or spontaneous action or
dimension cannot exist in our primitive, Primal Perspective.
In the same way, our ubiquitous hierarchies order and exactly
categorize discretely defined elements, events or factors in
rigid linear framework, according to increasing or decreasing
defined value and importance. To make sense to us, every discrete event, essence, phenomenon or identity which we primitively isolate and define in our prehistoric universe are fixed
precisely in rank, schedule, rate, size, degree, class, status,
inventory, measurement, list, table, priority, agenda, taxonomy
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or nomenclature and are arranged in ascending or descending
linear calibrations of quantified value or effect. Our first step
to order and understanding anything is always to discretely
fix things in singular, discrete and precisely defined form and
linear, chronological, hierarchical or quantitative alignment.
It is simply how our minds work. It is the only way we can
order and organize our universe. And we do so by mirroring
the progression of our own “solitary one” discrete lives, and
the Primal Perspective. But that ancient syndrome of meaning no longer gives us the answers and the wisdom we need
to survive. There must be something else.
We sense there must be something more, beyond our present syndrome of meaning.
But our prehistoric Primal Perspective will not let us venture beyond our dark ignorance.
Somehow this universe beyond us is the expression of a sublime
and magnificent WHOLE. It cannot be known in piece or part.
It cannot be properly expressed or conceptualized in terms of
discreteness, symbolism, opposition, equality, linearity or singularity. It is something else entirely. All of our logical, rational, philosophical, spiritual and scientific order do not resolve,
explain or make universe truly known to us. It remains essentially unknown and beyond our primitive, selfish and discrete
centered Primal Perspective. We do not know what the true
meaning, design and destiny of this inexplicable universe is.
This disintegrating world makes that fact indelibly clear to us.
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I believe that instinctively it is possible to begin to envision
another explanation of universe, beyond our ancient primitive perspective. And it does not involve multiple dimensions,
abstruse theoretical models and quantification, or scientific,
mathematical equations. I believe the language of universe is not
mathematics. I believe the true language of universe is UNION.
This UNION is beyond our primitive comprehension.
But it is there, now unknown to our primitive awareness.
I believe this universe that you and I exist in is destined to
create a perfect and sublime Unity of all creation, beyond our
present comprehension. Oblivious to us, universe manifests
as an as yet imperceptible, indestructible CONTINUUM
everywhere driving towards this UNION. And everything in
this universe aligns totally to this CONTINUUM.
And, in mammoth contrast, I also believe that this perfect,
total UNION has not yet been brought into existence anywhere or anytime yet. That Union is still waiting to be born.
Take a moment to digest this outrageous and colossal
concept.
Universe, then is the womb of UNION.
This is simply an almost incomprehensible idea. How can we
begin to wrap our primitive awareness around this unfathomable idea?
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To conceptualize this almost impossible idea, we should start
by reducing this sublime and magnificently enigmatic universe to these simple factors:
1,
This Universe is an unalterable, inextinguishable
CONTINUUM to perfect UNION…and
2,
That UNION is not, and cannot yet be created in this
expectant universe. It is yet unborn.
Perhaps this universe is not complex, multidimensional or convoluted in endless calibration, definition or symbolic expression. Perhaps it only appears so from our oblivious, distorted
and superficial ignorance of it. It just may be that it manifests the pure simplicity of a WHOLE. And as such, it is of no
importance to predict, quantify or calibrate it. Such discrete
tactics have no real value to the survival and ultimate enlightenment of Humankind. Every success and achievement we
now pride ourselves in discretely understanding universe in
our primal ignorance are really insufficient, irrelevant and
totally wrong.
Perhaps we have just been asking the wrong questions, and
seeking the wrong answers. Perhaps the real truth we desperately need to survive as a life force, and to reach perfect
enlightenment have nothing to do with discreteness.
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In truth, from a new Human awareness, in a Universe and a
CONTINUUM to perfect UNION that is manifested everywhere, there are only 3 questions and answers that really matter; three answers that at last will help Humankind to find
the way home.
1. What is the true design and destiny of Universe. What
does it all mean?
2. Why was life breathed into us? Why were we born?
3. How can every Human being on this planet come together
to create one unified life force on earth?
To every one of us, every Human life on this planet this universe is our home. It is where we are born, where we live and
where we die. And it is precious, eternal and sacred. It is time
that we come home. It is a living agony that our life force does
not truly understand and know the living, breathing meaning and destiny of this cherished and mysterious sanctuary…
even though it has serenaded us in bewitching majesty and
beauty since the beginning of time.
What in sweet heaven does it mean?
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When hysteria, loneliness and shattering insensitivity in our
inhuman world bring us almost to the state where we are lost
and without hope, we turn to nature. To universe at large. To
the silent, unending harmony of passing seasons. Of waves
caressing shore. Of stars in the immense firmament, shining
in enduring brilliance from the dark vastness of deep space.
To the distant song of a wood thrush, the whisper of the evening breeze, or the azure beauty of magnificent sky filled
with dancing clouds shimmering in evening sunlight. And
we are somehow reassured. Our desolation somehow comforted. Our loneliness somehow dissolves into a faint murmuring of hope.
Why?
Why is this so?
Is there some special secret there just beyond our reach? Is
there an answer there just waiting to be discovered?
Since ancient times Human beings have looked out
into universe and perceived a rhythm there. A periodicity.
An enduring harmony. A melody that has always seemed
bewitching, but the tune always seemed beyond our grasp…
just beyond the range of our hearing, or our senses. What is
that singing, bewitching harmony that universe is trying to
tell us?
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To carry the Human dream through and create a new Human
world for our children’s children, you and I have to believe
that we can do the impossible once again. We have to have
faith in each other and ourselves that we can truly “see” and
understand such an incomprehensible universe that is really a
CONTINUUM to one day perfect UNION that has never yet
been born. What would such a magnificent universe look like?
Everything, (like iron filings are imbued with an all-powerful inescapable force and are attracted to a magnet), would
be intrinsically and instinctively inclined to that one day perfect total UNION. This force, like universal gravity, must
now be imperceptibly flowing through us everywhere, just as
it flows through everything in this universe.
This CONTINUUM, not discreteness, is the true, inviolable center of universe. We cannot know and understand this
new center because of our prehistoric, primitive ignorance.
And so…
This universe, beyond our primitive ignorance, is a simple
WHOLE composed of:
An everywhere inexhaustible, undeviating compulsion and
directed force towards perfect, total UNION (the Universal
CONTINUUM),
And:
The absolute and intransigent incapacity for that perfect,
total Union.
(the reality of yet unborn UNION in this Universe):
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These two inseparable catalysts interrelate in this elemental
dynamic:
What you have is a force, an inextinguishable flow (the
CONTINUUM) towards a destined, absolute objective,
(UNION), and its perfect counterpart; the unalterable fact
that the destined objective does not yet exist in Universe. (the
Unborn UNION).
That CONTINUUM, or flow will everywhere subliminally
manifest towards perfect UNION in this Universe, until that
indomitable flow meets the interference of incapacity and
the reality that Union cannot presently exist or yet be created
in this Universe. That inextinguishable flow then recedes and
cycles away; (which we ignorantly interpret as flow in the
“opposite” direction.) At some point, because the invincible
CONTINUUM to UNION cannot be extinguished in this
expectant universe, that indomitable flow must once again be
re-directed and re-oriented towards perfect, total UNION in
this universe, and the cycle begins again. Ebb and flow. Ebb
and flow, without end. Again and again in endless periodicity.
Until in some future magical, mystical and incomprehensible threshold event…
Pure, total UNION is born beyond our present understanding in the grace of time and eternity. And that magical
mystery is invisible to us now, everywhere in this universe.
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This periodicity and secret pattern exists everywhere around
us in our natural world. But it has been imperceptible to us,
until now. If we look with awakening minds, you and I can
see this birthing process and the CONTINUUM to UNION
verified and real in the natural harmony of universe all
around us now…
Everywhere.
This is the heartbeat of enduring, faithful, rhythmic harmony that typifies and is universe. It is simply a holding pattern
for a Universe that is in the process of creating perfect, total
UNION of all creation. You and I see and know this sublime
expression as the Enduring, Faithful, Rhythmic Harmony
(EFRH) that manifests everywhere around us today. It is
the rhythm and cycle at the center of all universe. It is in the
rhythm of the waves, in all atomic and stellar symmetry, and
the biosystems and heartbeat of life itself. It is the cycle of life,
death and rebirth in nature. It is why poems have to rhyme
and why music has rhythm, repeating beat, melody and chorus. It is the “alive” throbbing cyclical rhythmicity which this
universe manifests everywhere. It is the simplest explanation
of what the destiny and meaning of universe truly is. Universe
is the womb of Union. And that rhythm flows within us, and
it is this flowing destiny of universe that breathes through us
and makes us ALIVE.
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The destiny of universe speaks through us. It speaks through
us all the time. It is coursing through us right now. We are
breathing. Cells are interweaving and communing in the
dance and rhapsody of a living universe flowing towards
UNION everywhere. Our organism is responding to subtle
and eternal harmonic forces of attraction and entrained magnetism, resonating to rhythmic and cyclical seasonal, biological and universal concordance all around us, all the time.
We are not alone. Not separate. Somewhere within all of
us the intrinsic “awareness”, true knowledge and cosmic ability to entrain and enter within that flow to UNION await.
We just have to set that driving force of universe slumbering
within us free.
That primal and disharmonious ignorance within us that
we cannot escape must somehow be let go. We must let the
light shine into the darkness within us. We must begin to
“see” that we Human beings have always responded to the
true destiny and design of universe. Deep inside us there
are only two things that capture us. Two driving forces that
define us, and cannot be silenced. We rage to triumph, to win.
To honor the quest to perfection and UNION universe has
gifted us with. And we always and everywhere drive to come
together and gravitate irresistibly to share, belong and become
United. Along with the life that has been breathed into us,
this is what we were born to do.
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That rage to triumph, to survive, to at all costs overcome and
honor the destiny and promise that carried us into this life,
and the indestructible hunger and empathy to merge our precious essence with someone, something and everything else
in universe… are indelibly stamped onto our souls, our very
being. These things define who we are.
They are what make us altogether Human. Dare to obstruct,
defile or terminate the freedom to honor and liberate those
indestructible forces within all of us and you do it with deadly
peril. You are then standing in the way of the divine and
invincible destiny of universe itself. Your calculated dissolution and collapse in the face of this sacred and omnipotent
tidal wave are just a matter of time. That overwhelming flow
to UNION will in the end claim and embrace all ignorance
and disharmony. Nothing can remain outside and beyond
that sacred, flowing CONTINUUM.
All of us are destined for perfect, total UNION of all
creation.
This is why the rage to freedom and to find true love can
never die in the Human soul.
We will triumph. We will come together.
It is simply the destiny of universe, raging through us all.
It is just a matter of time.
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The problem and the deep, deadly obstacle holding us back
have now been clearly crystallized. For the first time in
Human history the way clear to leave the primal ignorance
and the selfish, terrifying beast within has been found.
It is now possible to “see” that our Human civilization and
life on earth are being destroyed because each of us live our
lives in a separate and isolated “solitary one” existence that
has always been fatally discrete. Such separate, ignorant discreteness does not exist, or belong in universe, and must be
absorbed and embraced in the sacred and eternal flow of
universe towards perfect UNION that is now beyond our
imagination.
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That ignorance and focus upon discreteness now centering
every logical, rational and ordered thought we think is why
we do not know and understand wholes. This is why we
cannot resolve uncertainty, insolubility, non-linearity, violations of causality and indeterminacy, or find a Unified Field
Theory in Science. It is why we cannot eliminate chaos and
duality in philosophical arguments, or define Utopia in regimens of Logic. It is also why true spiritual Unity beyond
limited, personal, private and discrete quest for enlightenment can never translate to the whole of Humanity. And
in the tragic environmental destruction and contamination of our biosphere, this is the reason we are unable to
find solutions and technological answers that are not always
“short-sighted”, discrete, “selfish” and un-sustainable and
why finally that our rampant technology ultimately means
violence to nature4. And most tragic of all, this intransigent,
fatal ignorance is why we cannot find peace and harmony
on this disintegrating planet, and why we cannot truly care
for each other.
And so now, everything is in place. Almost. We have a reasonable grasp on how staggering and momentous the threat
to our Human existence on earth is. For perhaps the first time
we have a realistic understanding of the scope of the problem.
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We also have cast light upon how that monstrous problem
can be resolved, no matter how almost incomprehensible that
answer may be. The confusion and the dissonance and the
shadows for the most part incredulously have subsided. The
veil has fallen away.
We know what must be done. And for the first time our
Human life force has a place to stand. We now have beneath
us a foundation to do the impossible, once again.
You and I must find the way to escape our own private and
discrete prisons of “solitary one” from which each of us experience, know and live our lives separately and alone. We have
to let go of an ancient, prehistoric ignorance that has been hidden to us for thousands and thousands of years. And somehow
we have to unlock and unleash an innate, systemic capacity to
respond and yield to the destiny of Universe. We have to turn
our entire being towards the quest and the CONTINUUM
to perfect, total Union.
Together, we have to set that power and that enlightenment hidden within us free.
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To escape the ignorance that is destroying our world, we have
to find a way to reach beyond, and out of the prison of “solitary one” within which each of us live our separate, isolated
and discrete lives.
Nothing less will do. Nothing else will save Humankind
from oblivion.
It will take our entire species on this planet focused totally,
hand in hand together concentrated as one life force upon this
impossible dream to make it so.
There is no other way through. Every Human being on
earth, reaching for that dream, together.
There is no other way home.
It will not happen overnight. And it is against all odds. It is
always the way of the impossible in this world. It is always a
matter in believing in what cannot be done, with one uncertain
foot in contrary, incredulous chaos, and the other foot dangling
out there, out back of beyond…where there is nothing but what
faith and all the lone courage you can hold and muster, and
hurl into the darkling emptiness of the impossible unknown. It
is the way it was in the darkness of deep time for those prehistoric genius Humans who battled through before us. It is the
way it is now. It is simply a matter of faith. And this time the
impossible thing cannot be found alone, inside of us.
It is something we have to do together. There is no other
way.
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We have discovered that we really only “know” the living,
breathing, vital and internal lives we all live now, in ultimate
and absolute solitary discreteness. Our knowledge of everything else in universe is only partial, incomplete, un-lived and
only a faint, mirrored shadow of what universe means, and
the potential of why we were born.
And so, to truly escape beyond this ignorant isolation of our
“solitary one” lives, we must somehow evolve the transcendent ability to “know” beyond our lives. In other words, we
must find the almost incomprehensible ability to live the foreign reality of another separate life. For our desperate world
today, for all Humankind…
This is the “impossible dream.”
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It is important to now see that this is what our Human life
force has secretly been trying to do, all along. There is no life
in our words, numbers and symbols. We try to breathe this
life into them to truly understand and know primitively with
a prehistoric ignorance. When we exchange commonalities,
similar experience, shared interaction, and even the intimacy
of physical communion we are seeking to deeply and viscerally know one another. As incredible as it sounds, perhaps we
could begin to understand that the longing for true love is
evidence of an awakening evolution in Human beings that
is secretly a hunger to “share” and live other Human lives.
Likewise, when we are trying to know universe with the vast
interwoven web of law, calibration, and precise, defined discreteness, which in primitive ignorance we have placed into
all universe, what we are really trying to do is to live and
ultimately know universe. So, the truth is we have been resonating and responding to that universal CONTINUUM all
along.
This astonishing fact just hasn’t surfaced in our primitive
mindset, yet.
We are awakening to a primitive ignorance that has prevented
us from knowing the living, breathing living knowledge of
other beings, and universe at large. We are now recognizing
that we do not truly know universe.
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And we also do not truly know each other. Our relationships, no matter how deep, are always incomplete. Perfect love
escapes us. The truth is that there is always a deep intrinsic
nowhere land within us that remains inaccessible. We can
never breach that barrier of insoluble, private discreteness.
The reason that we cannot truly know or completely love
anything, is because we cannot yet live anything beyond our
“solitary”, discrete lives.
This is the human enigma and tragedy.
And in acknowledging this truth, we are beginning the evolution and the transformation our Human species is destined
for. All of us are headed for a new Human civilization where
Human beings will be able to “share” life itself, finally know
what the design and destiny of universe is, and why we were
born.
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This then will be the coming evolution of the Human mind
that will at last elevate our life force into the consummate,
superior and supreme beings we thought we were. This is the
new and profound genius that will create a new way to be
Human and a new Human civilization on this earth. This
leap in consciousness will give our children and all who follow us the chance to survive and live in a future, magnificent
world.
This is the legacy we must capture and leave for them.
This is the path through to the future for all of our children’s
children.
The first step to take in this impossible voyage to learn to
“live” universe beyond our “solitary one” lives can only begin
in that arena and domain we are now most familiar with.
We must concentrate on Human beings, on the Human that
perhaps is now closest and most familiar to you now. This is
where we all must start.
Somewhere within the way we now crudely communicate
with each other are the beginnings of a new, higher and more
evolved method of what we primitively know as interchange
and communication. Hidden there are the seeds of a transcendent method of truly “sharing” the living essence we are
inside.
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It will be similar to what we describe as “love”, fusion or the
dawning of spiritual enlightenment. It will manifest in the
spectrum of what we perceive as light, but will be more brilliant than anything yet imagined. It will transcend symbols,
ritual or form. It will be the dawning metamorphosis of Unity
birthing in the primitive Human mind, and it will not have to
be learned, or taught. It just has to be set free.
And we will have to believe it is there, if we are to find it. By
believing, just as the intrinsic CONTINUUM will one day
create “impossible” unknown of perfect UNION everywhere,
evolved Human beings will create the “impossible dream” of
the ability to “share” life itself, and bring into the conscious
light of day what has never been before.
When the time is right it will just happen. It will finally be set
free in the Human mind.
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And in the journey to the birth of that Human dream, what
you and I do together, and the promise buried everywhere in
common Human interaction will become sacrosanct.
What we do together will become sacred. The spiritual
serenade of our species will change from “love one another”
to “be one another”. One Human life and any and all life will
become the most precious thing on earth. The outrageous and
transcendental ability to truly “share” life and live the existence of another Human being is the most incredible, staggering, speechless and unimaginable wonder that you and I
could possibly imagine.
You and I are destined for a metamorphosis of the Human
mind. We must try to prepare our thoughts for this journey
into that imaginary dimension of the “impossible.”
Look carefully at this world now scattered in lost confusion
all around you today. We must be realistic. To any reasonable
person, or any stray Human being you happen across in your
present surroundings this outrageous idea that you could possibly live the alien, incoherent sensory torrent and cascade of
living existence they now are experiencing is the most outrageous and unthinkable reality you could possibly imagine. It
is off the map. Out back of beyond. Simply ridiculous and
absurd.
In a word…impossible.
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But try to step beyond that absurd impossibility. Try to engage
the hidden shadow arena of irreverent belief and indeterminate faith within. Try to grasp an image of the time long ago
in prehistory when life evolved from gills to lungs.
We know it happened somewhere back then. Life crawled
out of the ocean and began new, incomparable existence on
the land. Somehow those appendages, those physical gills,
underwent the unimaginable transition to lungs. Perhaps it
was some kind of metamorphosis, like the caterpillar to the
butterfly, but the wonder of life evolved lungs.
Somehow it happened.
It must have taken place slowly, in inexorable and gradual
procession. And both physical entities must somehow have
existed concurrently, within the same being. Those embryonic lungs must have evolved strangely without any creature
understanding of their eventual, priceless future purpose.
The peculiar physical precursory changes that one day would
allow those primeval beings to breathe air and escape toxic
seas, to soar upward beyond global oceans and live in the
unknown splendor of earth, atmosphere and sky probably
evolved quietly, perhaps almost unnoticed co-existent with
prehistoric gills.
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It is happening once again. Within all of us evolving quietly and unnoticed, the exquisite features, that will one day
allow us to experience, know and “live” the life of another
Human being, even now are somewhere developing secretly
in the backroads of our minds, waiting patiently to take wing
and soar free in the atmosphere of a new cosmos. It is the
way which metamorphic, unprecedented change and transition always happens. The miracle of transformation evolves
slowly and unnoticed beneath the surface, maturing quietly
in embryonic, chrysalis silence awaiting emergence and birth
into transfiguring form in a world made anew. When the
time is right.
Life fulminates everywhere around us today, in a myriad
of emergent expressions each manifesting different stages,
experience and vitality. You and I exist along with and
immersed in that flowing and raucous tintinnabulation. We
are alive in this world, just as elemental protoplasm gathers
into being and life as an amoeba. Both of us live in monumentally and drastically different existences. We live in the
same world.
But imagine trying to communicate with each other.
Imagine trying to somehow express to that amoeba what
it is like to “see”?
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That incomprehensible and impossible reality would be simply intranslatable. The only conceivable way to transmit that
transcendent experience would be if somehow an amoeba
itself could “see”. It would otherwise be totally impossible and
beyond the horizon of their primeval perception.
Just because something is not presently understood or known
does not mean it does not exist, or is impossible. Perhaps we
should open our limited mindset to the perspective that this
“impossibility” merely indicates potential not yet emergent
and embodied, but yet to come, or what could be.
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There are different levels of interaction, imperfect unity and
what we experience as immature communication in this universe. It is sheer insanity to believe we primitive beings can
even digest or entertain the notion that a form of more perfect, unimaginable communication is not possible. We must
remember that we are fundamentally primitive and have to
evolve a new way to be Human to survive.
We have no idea what is possible in this consummate, magnificent CONTINUUM, and a potentially one day perfectly
Unified universe. We must reach beyond that ignorance and
try to appreciate that the ability for you and I, and primitive
Humans to “share” life is truly a possibility. And then you and
I have to begin to imagine what it would be like.
In fact, in view of our imperiled survival on an earth that
is careening towards oblivion, we must not only imagine the
possibility for our life force to survive, Human beings have to
one day make it so.
It is unimaginably difficult to comprehend how long such a
metamorphic and transfiguring evolution will take. It is safe
to say that such transformations in Human evolution do not
happen overnight. Such things take time. For a long while only
faith and belief in the dream of that ability to truly “share”
life must sustain us until the time is right for that incredible
capacity to emerge in future Human existence. And lingering
doubt will assail and haunt us until then, just like the primal
fear of death tormented our ancient primal ancestors for what
must have seemed to be an endless agony.
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Through the long darkness of ancient prehistory and the
ages lost in the silence of deep time, the Human life force
and chain of being has never been broken. All those forgotten
Humans before us never yielded, never let the story end. We
are no strangers to interminable ages of doubt and trial. And
we are part of an eternal and unconquerable life force. Each
of us carry that memory. This we cannot forget.
You and I carry the Human dream.
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What then would such a metamorphic and transcendent ability to “share” another Human life be like? What kind of new
universe would such transcendent Human beings “see?”
What would that world be like?
In every way and every dimension, it would be a world transformed. Almost imperceptibly our social world will become
more caring and Human. The true potential of Human
beings now being wasted and squandered in deception,
oppression, exploitation and want everywhere in this brutal world will awaken. The masses of Humankind, so long
“gasping for breath” and “yearning to be free” will finally set
their burden down and let their lives and their “heartlight5”
shine. The true potential of what Human beings could be,
what true co-operation without fear of exploitation or “servitude”6, and what a glorious thing of beauty Human society could become will uncover the secret magnificence which
“life” truly represents and seed it outward everywhere, into a
new Human civilization on this earth. The Human dream
will blossom and transform this frayed and fractured planet
into a wondrous WHOLE community for the first time. The
future will become open ended.
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In that transcendent society, each of us will understand and
know viscerally why the gift of life was breathed into us. We
will then intrinsically know what the meaning and destiny
of universe is and why Human beings must come together
and become one United life force on earth to survive. They
will remember and revere the stray unsatisfied hungering for
love, compassion, communal communion and deep relationships; the strange premonitions of telepathy, ESP, paranormal
and psychic clairvoyance; and the transcendental intimations
of Heaven, Ecstasy, Brahmic Bliss, Sartori, Tao, Zen, Paradise
and all evidence of an ultimate spiritual convergence. They
will recognize all this to be primitive inklings of a universal
CONTINUUM and perfect, total UNION of all creation
that stirred in awakening and evolving primal Human minds.
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That world far beyond the present horizon of our primitive
awareness will also be unimaginably different in even more
remarkable and radically different ways. To try to “see” them
now, and explain that new Human world to come we must recognize that all the pillars that now structure and order iconic
belief and social tradition in our present world will crumble
and fall. Like the prehistoric gills that primitive life on earth
evolved beyond… the erroneous, irrelevant and antediluvian
law, order and logic of today’s science, philosophy and technology are secretly being replaced. Wending its way slowly into our
Human existence, like the lungs so desperately needed back
there in prehistory to escape into a new breathing life of air,
the unsuspected capacity to “share” life deep inside is us now
patiently evolving, waiting to open up a new future for us all.
In that future world contoured by a developing, higher
awareness, a more perfect form of what we now consider to
be communication will begin to take shape in the Human
mindscape. In that evolution we will begin to see communication as evidence of the intrinsic CONTINUUM of universe. Communication in any and all forms will become a
precious, inalienable right and absolute necessity as vital to
Human life on earth as air and water. Human communication will become sacred. Every effort will be made to set that
embryonic evidence of a destined universal CONTINUUM
to UNION free in our world. Communication is what we do
together, what we do together must be sacred.
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Human beings will no longer give away huge portions of
their precious lives working for others just to survive. We will
all work for ourselves, or more precisely for the reverence and
consummation of the Human dream. The missing link that
has kept our species from true sustainable, communal harmony, and eternal “liberté, égalité, fraternité”7 will finally be
in place. With the newfound ability to truly “share” life, we
will all without doubt or question absolutely trust each other
and ourselves. The terror of want and violence of need will
fade from Human society. All of us will suffer together.
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And with that perfect trust and faith beneath everything, the
startling truth is that we will no longer need a “medium of
exchange” in the interaction of social trade. The hallowed and
sacred tradition of money and profit will no longer be necessary, and will disappear. It will no longer be of any importance
or value to deceive, swindle, exploit or hoard anything for personal, selfish and “solitary one” gain. The “private” domain
and fear for “self” will no longer exist. With the evolving
supreme ability to “share” other Human lives will come the
higher and more consummate awareness that excess and surplus and the necessities of life will simply be harmonized in
common “sharing” sensitivity and responsible stewardship no
different than the natural order and the biological homeostasis of living organisms. It will be a simple and direct result
of Human beings truly caring for each other from a higher,
more evolved and symbiotic synthesis of all of our “solitary
one” lives. That systemic, invincible universal force to truly
care will self-order and naturally synthesize all of our Human
civilization, as hand in hand, we will all work together in
communion to make the Human dream come true.
And we must also “see” that accompanying the profound
ability to “share” life itself is the additional transformational
step that will begin to allow Human beings to finally be able
to know and conceptualize Wholes.
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For the first time on this earth Human beings will be able
to build a WHOLE Human civilization, and care, cherish
and husband a WHOLE biosphere where any and all life are
sacred.
Now, we “see” universe through the lens of one and only one
perspective. It is the perspective of self, where we can only
validate and recognize isolated parts and pieces in singular,
linear and absolutely discrete differentiation. Such a fatally
limited, primitive orientation cannot hope to entertain a multidimensional, multidirectional, undifferentiated perfect universe that can only be known in WHOLE.
Transcend that systemic prison of “self” and the fatally flawed
Primal Perspective, and discover instead a perception of universe from a profoundly new awareness of another life, and you
not only escape that prison, you begin to evolve a vision beyond
the particulate, separate and discrete mindset and awareness
into one that begins to somehow interweave and incorporate
an awakening and Unified perspective.
Seeing, living and knowing from more than one isolated perspective that involves multiple real vantage points automatically takes one out of and beyond a reality centered absolutely
upon discreteness into embracing the WHOLE of universe.
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From that awakening Whole and shared awareness our
Human life force will finally gather together to not only
escape beyond our separate, discrete and “solitary” lives…
but our species will finally be able to reach into the “impossible”, beyond the terror and horror of the specter of death.
As our Human life force approaches the threshold of a higher
awareness, there is one more astounding thing that will happen. Part of that profound and almost incomprehensible evolution will also be an awakening beyond the primitive ignorance and the Primal Fear of death. In learning to “share”
life, and truly live another Human life, in an unsuspected
and now unforeseen revelation Humankind will transcend
beyond and no longer fear death. That ancient, primeval
horror will no longer have any dominion or power over the
Human mind. It will simply cease to exist in the Human
mindscape and will one day not even be a forgotten memory.
I am certain of this because in the ensuing fulminating
enlightenment of learning to “share” life there is something
else which will blossom in those more highly evolved Human
beings. What will also inescapably and inevitably crystallize
in that higher consciousness is that there is something that
lives and transcends death beyond what we now primitively
know as our own private, “solitary one” existence.
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In other words, when our species evolves the higher consciousness to know what it is like to “live” another life, we will also
know what it is like to live beyond death. That transcendental threshold will reveal the certainty and the incontrovertible proof that there is something outside of our profound and
colossal ignorance and the prison of discreteness and “solitary
one” that lives beyond the dark unknown of death that has
haunted us since forever. The brilliant light that will allow us
to see into, through and beyond that darkness will also illuminate the metamorphic proof that life does not really end
in this universe. That there is no death. Human beings will
never be alone again.
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The door to the solitary prehistoric prison that has caged the
Human life force since the beginning of Human awareness
will be flung open, and the Human species and the Human
dream will escape forever. In “sharing” life, we will finally have
escaped death. It will no longer destroy us. We will no longer
be terrified of losing ourselves, being forever cut off, adrift and
cast aside into the non-discrete nothingness of death beyond
the only truth, meaning and “living” destiny of the sublime
CONTINUUM to UNION that connects all universe. From
that evolved higher consciousness of “sharing” life itself, and
the holy immersion into the flowing CONTINUUM that is
the destiny of universe we will ultimately come to know that
our lives live on in a sacred Continuity of universe destined for
perfect, absolute UNION, and nothing ever truly dies.
We will finally belong in that flow and will leave turbulent
chaos and disharmony behind. The courageous spirit and the
Human mind will have evolved beyond darkness, once more.
You and I living in this savage and careening civilization and
a disintegrating world, can now begin to see a path beyond
darkling fear, despair and hopelessness of the raw, inescapable
terror of the Primal Fear of death.
When our life force finally evolves that profound ability to
finally escape our “solitary one” existence and “share” life,
Human beings on this planet will never live in fear again.
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In the great chain of being that our lives are living testimony
of, we are connected through the silent shadows of prehistory
to dreaming and invincible Human beings that walked this
earth and carried the gift of life through eons ago. Because
of their forgotten lives of unconquered courage the Human
dream within us has never died.
Where once long, long ago Humankind had to turn inward to
survive the destructive terror of death and the unknown, you
and I must find the courage to now turn our life force outward beyond the sanctuary of primitive awareness that today
has become a prison of fatal ignorance. Unless we find the
way outward and beyond our “solitary one” lives, our Human
species and the great chain of being will finally be broken and
terminated on this earth. It is up to us to keep that dream and
the Human chain of life alive. Together, you and I have to
make it so. It is up to us to do the impossible, once again and
honor that dream and the destiny we were born to find.
That Human dream and our gifted potential are in peril
today from a primal ignorance that has become lethal.
Nowhere in this world, beyond our small circle of loved ones
and family, are we respected and appreciated today for our
precious Humanity or the promise and destiny that universe
has breathed into all of us.
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Everywhere you turn today we are carefully marketed,
exploited, spun, programmed and manipulated. Vast, global
mechanisms are orchestrated towards dehumanizing, desensitizing, anesthetizing and corrupting that precious and destined universal potential deep within us. All of our hopes,
dreams and hungers are plotted, calculated and targeted
by an all-powerful supreme elite that simply represent the
extreme expression of the fatal ignorance and flawed Primal
Perspective that began long ago, rooted in the dark silence of
prehistory.
“They” are absolutely certain that in this approaching catastrophic crisis threatening life on this planet that there is simply
not enough room for the survival of their power, domination
and total control and the capacity for the mass of Humankind
on this planet to live destined, Human and treasured lives.
So in their colossal, “extreme” ignorance those “Global fools”
are sacrificing the Human dream to save themselves. And in
their monstrous ignorance they cannot “see” that in betraying
us and the Human dream they will have cut our life force off
from the only way for the survival of our species. By destroying us, and destroying our Human evolution towards finally
“sharing” life, they destroy the only path for Humankind
to evolve and survive, and to find the way home together.
We can only reach that universal UNION together.
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Humanity today is buried alive in an avalanche of inflamed
terror, diabolical deception and stealthily crafted enslavement
that deviously controls and rations what we desperately need
to evolve as “they” crush and dominate our life force and feed
off of our captive spirit, and our undying will to UNION. It
is simply a wonder that there is anything left in any of us that
is still Human. But there is.
In spite of everything the Human dream and destined potential within us still lives on.
There can be no escape, no hope and no survival for
Human life on this earth unless we evolve and finally learn
to truly care for each other. Nothing else will work. Nothing
else will save us. If we do not learn to viscerally, intensely and
absolutely care we will simply destroy each other, this spaceship earth and all future Human life on this planet.
End of story. Game over. The great Human chain of
Being broken, silenced…
lost for all eternity.
And the only way to escape the lethal ignorance that is
destroying us, and to truly and forevermore learn to care is to
evolve the transcendental ability to “share” living, breathing
life itself. You and I have to learn what it is like to live another
Human life.
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In the evolution of that new, incomprehensible genius Human
beings will create a perfect Communication, a transcendent
syndrome of meaning and a higher Consciousness that will
create a new Renaissance and a Golden Age for Humanity
on earth. Supreme and evolved Humans in that future will
discover Holistic answers to the now global, lethal problems
once insoluble from our primitive ignorance. An enlightened
Human life force will know and live the meaning, truth and
destiny of universe and why we were given the gift of life. And
they will exist in a gloried Harmony and Peace, embraced in
a sustainable and Unified Human life force that is in perfect
Communion with all nature.
And Human life on earth will never know the dark ignorance and terrified Primal fear of Death and the unknown,
ever again. Such magnificence awaits us and all of our children’s children if we can make the Human dream come true
and evolve the metamorphic capacity to “share” life itself.
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And in a universe where the ultimate dream and success of
perfect, total UNION of all creation is yet unborn, and does not
exist yet anywhere in this expectant universe we must begin to
comprehend another astonishing and transfiguring new reality:
From that profound reality, no ONE of us are to blame for this
elemental and total incapacity (or failure), to create that magnificent, perfect UNION. It is a failure of all universe. That
primordial incapacity or elemental ignorance is everywhere, in
every essence. It is the simple ignorance of innocent, unborn life
still in the womb of UNION in this universe. To blame “solitary” Human beings for such a systemic failure of all universe
is like blaming an unborn child for being unable to walk, speak
and function in a world they have not yet even been born into.
Nothing in this universe can be condemned for a perfect, never
been, total UNION that can only be created together, and cannot be born in part or found in “solitary” quest.
Just like the Whole cannot be approached or known from the
part, no single discrete being has the secret or the key or the
answer. It is a knowledge that can only be found and created in a new dimension and a transformation that we must
discover together. In such a scenario, no one fails alone, and
no one triumphs alone. We either live (and triumph) together,
or we die (and fail) apart. And no one can be left behind,
or cut out from the herd in that all-encompassing communal
CONTINUUM to UNION.
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And most incredible and incomprehensible of all is the
extraordinary revelation that there can be no judgment, and
no one can lead us. No discrete person, by themselves, knows
the way. And there is no original sin, no mortal guilt, true evil
or eternal transgression. It is a systemic failure of all universe.
There is only primal ignorance, masquerading as sin, guilt or
evil. And that fatal ignorance is a fatal ignorance of all universe. We cannot follow anyone to enlightenment, salvation
or ultimate success on earth. We must find it hand in hand.
The only way to paradise is together. We have to stop using
and hurting each other. We all must learn to truly care.
Here, again is the beginning of an astounding leap in awareness that will transform Humankind forevermore and evolve
a new way to be Human on this earth. There is a path
cleared here for Humankind to gather together and become
a WHOLE and unified life force. There is an open door
ahead of us through which our desperate, “tempest tossed”
and weary Human life force “winds somewhere safe to sea.8”
We just have to believe in it to make it so.
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Over forty years ago when I first began writing about these
earth-shaking ideas the thought that there was a fundamental flaw beneath all of our Human logical and rational order
and all our complex science, technology and reason was an
incredibly difficult concept to even discuss. Through the
ensuing years the deadly and catastrophic cracks beneath
everything have become evident and unavoidable to everyone.
The strange idea that our Human life force is evolving the
almost incomprehensible ability to ultimately “share” and live
the living, breathing reality that each of us live in “solitary”
ignorance has become less and less preposterous. And the
theory that this strange evolution can lead to the survival of
our species through the coming catastrophic crisis is perhaps
worthy of consideration now.
It may now be possible to entertain the extraordinary and
transcendent vision that this universe we live in is actually
itself in evolution everywhere in a flowing, rhythmic harmony that is destined beyond our primitive understanding
towards a final, cosmic and magnificent UNION and perfect
consummation that our life force has only so far dimly and
fragmentarily conceived. I believe it is beginning to surface
in Human perception that this majestic universe that now
surrounds us everywhere is actually a CONTINUUM that
not only flows in subliminal melody through every expectant
essence in universe but is the destined rhapsody that breathes
through us, makes us real and gives us life.
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If we look for evidence of this flowing, magnificent and destined universe it is possible to see that beneath the surface it has
always captivated and entrained our unsuspecting lives. There
has always been an inexplicable force hidden everywhere in
our lives that lies beyond reason and common order and is
the whisper of something unsatisfied within us that can only
be found beyond our separate lives. In subtle and bewitching
attraction it drives us to reach outward and beyond. To experience the other. To learn. To connect. To know. To bond and
unite with something exquisite and preciously sacred beyond
the boundaries of our ego and “self.”
Humankind has yet to awaken to the truth that this is undeniable evidence of the CONTINUUM and the destiny of all
universe speaking through our haunted and incomplete lives.
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Like the mother sacrificing herself to reach her young, or the
father against all odds protecting the litter, beneath all of us
there is something that is not simply the sum of our parts, or
the days of our very lives. Something in this universe calls us
out and beyond ourselves, and we are transfixed by this overwhelming attraction. The need to journey beyond and escape
outside of ourselves and to reach for someone or something
new, and connect with a reality beyond the limits and domain
of our lives has always captivated Humankind.
The peak experiences of our otherwise banal lives are always
marked by the glory of awakening to the embrace of a higher
concordance beyond the commonalities of our own self-contained ego’s; like in losing ourselves in searching for divine
spiritual revelation or in the longing for true love and matters of the heart. We are haunted by these Human pursuits.
It is a hunger and an unresolved vulnerability that torments
Humankind, holds us and will not let us go.
We see this unlearned, inexplicable force everywhere in
Human culture and society. It is in the stray fingerlings of
what we call emotion. It is why at all costs we need to reach
beyond ourselves to belong, be part of the herd, and surrender
to authority.
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This unresolved vulnerability is why we all are so easily led
and deceived. It is why soap operas and fairy tale Hollywood
happy endings move us so. And it is why all of us are suckers
for that long shot, “never say die”, “against all odds” one in a
million lottery chance. It is the “hook” that sells toothpaste
and automobiles, and why we allow ourselves to be carried
off to war.
This is what we live and die for, and what touches us so
deeply that we, as helpless sheep and cannon fodder, cannot
defy and always respond to. In all matters of the heart, soul
and spirit, beneath all Human activity there is, like Teilhard
de Chardin has said, “the direct trace marked on the heart of
the element by the psychical convergence of the universe upon
itself.”9 Everything we do carries the imprint of the destiny of
universe and the sublime CONTINUUM to perfect, one day
total UNION of all creation breathing through our lives. It
is why we are never truly apathetic or “expendable” and why
everything we do together and are truly touched by is inalienable, sacred and holy.
You and I have to see our lives clearly and begin to understand that in everything we do on this earth we are harmonizing and resonating to the drive to perfect UNION that
somehow aligns us with all universe in the WHOLENESS
and the destiny that all of us were born to find. It is time for
our Human life force to believe in and honor that destiny.
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There is only one power/force/energy in this universe, and it
is the intrinsic and systemic everywhere universal drive to one
day perfect, total UNION of all creation.
Everything in this fulminating and rhythmic universe
beyond our ignorance, and secretly in the flowing harmonic
life force within us, are derived potentials and motivations
that are simple reflections of the CONTINUUM to UNION
that universe manifests everywhere.
Everything that lives, moves, grows, glories, blossoms and
shines is blessed in this lone, unified passion and potential that
is universe. It is why the sun shines. Why the wind blows, the
grass grows and water flows. It is the unique, profound and
destined compulsion of all creation and it cannot be appropriated, hoarded or controlled. It cannot be created. It cannot be
copied. And, it has no equal. It just is.
We mine, harness and exploit those reservoirs, living potentials and life-giving sources of light, energy and sustainment
with absolutely no cognizance of the universal source and
the secret destiny and unfulfilled promise they are sacred
evidence of. There is perhaps no more foolish violation of
this sacred trust than that of the tiny congregation of vested
Human beings who appear to have inherited, extorted or
seized supreme control and dominant power of our Human
life force on this planet today.
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The scale and panorama of the developing emergence of
Human critical thought we have been considering took perhaps a hundred thousand years, more or less, to materialize. And the backstory to that emergence is the hidden contamination in that process by a fatal ignorance and a Primal
Perspective that was sequestered into that Human saga since
the beginning. That primal ignorance can most simply be
described as a fundamental, fatal fixation upon “self” and
private “solitary one”, displayed always in fanatic obsession
with self-interest, survival and ego that disdains, scorns and
exploits everything else in that primitive, alien fixation. The
secret presence of that prehistoric ignorance and primal beast
is what is of critical and desperate concern to us today.
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Through the ages in the linear progression of Human critical
thought it was just a matter of time until that primal ignorance
degenerated into a consolidated concentration that assumed
hierarchical authority and dominance of a misguided Human
life force. Sooner or later that lethal, savage ignorance had to
bring us to the edge of oblivion and extinction, to the point of
destiny for Humankind that we are at today.
Now we begin to recognize and comprehend the secret, fatal
flaw that was configured and hidden in Human awareness
since the ancient and prehistoric conception of Human critical thought. But there was still much that was earth-shaking,
splendid and brilliantly progressive in that genesis of Human
logical, rational and ordered thought.
In the objectification10 of all universe into discrete representation, and the creation of complex, symbolic thought and the
web of linear, singular logic, the Human life force established
a platform of reality and a syndrome of meaning upon which
critical, logical, discrete and rational thought began.
From that foundation, through centuries of gradual development, we established the essential discrete point…the
“now”… the fulcrum of momentary living, breathing “life”
and existence that you and I and our logical, rational aware
beings are now living.
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From that point of essential, living discreteness the primitive Human mind projected outward into unknown universe
our living, linear reality of past, the “now” present, and the
visualized and imagined future. This was to become through
eons the panoply and arena of universal Time. This was the
critical demarcation where the sacred and symbolic continuity of Human life in a once unknown and terrifying universe
became real and forever beyond the terror of death in the discrete dimensions of universal Time.
From then onward, Humankind was headed for the
ascendant success of our modern complex and magnificent
modern world. That triumphant success was the beginning of
cumulative progress and additive and awakening knowledge.
It formed the genesis and superstructure for the beginning
of foresight, memory and evolved thought necessary for the
creation of physical, real and discrete tools, envisioned strategies, tactics and organizational planning for future needs and
demands for Human survival. From then on the Human species opened the door in their awakening minds to the future,
standing firmly on the discrete platform for the conceptual,
dimensioned forethought necessary to order, “animate” and
control universe, and for our Human life force to become a
success on planet earth. All this future triumph was set in
motion in the dark deep time of prehistory that we are just
now comprehending today.
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That functional and real success provided for excess surplus,
abundance and reserves of leisure, luxury and wealth that not
only a Human society and civilization could be built upon;
but it also enticed a primal element and hungering opportunity for plundered acquisition, calculated appropriation and
hoarded control of that accumulated wealth, and a “solitary”
self-aggrandized, opulence and the unchallenged eminence of
sovereign authority and dominating, exploiting supreme elite
to arise on this earth.
This, of course, is exactly what has happened. Within the
last few thousands of years of recorded history in the guise and
masquerade of all-powerful omnipotent demigods, dynasties
of kings, queens, priests and pharaohs have appeared to lord
and master Human societies. And, in a simple and natural
progression that ancient charade has devolved to the extreme
expression in this modern world today of absolute supreme
overlords now intriguing for total tyranny and control of all
Human life on this earth.
Perhaps it is time we recognize them for the illusion, the
“Global Fools” and false prophets they have always been. Perhaps
it is time for you and I to turn the page of the final chapter of
Human evolution, and become what we were born to be.
To do this, we must step beyond ignorance and fear and
see things as they really are.
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It is clear our life force is headed for a colossal conflagration
and a catastrophic crisis.
“They”, armed with deadly force, savage and militarized ruthless brutality, debilitating economic domination and slavery,
drones, global surveillance, mind control and their iron fist of
crushing destruction poised to exterminate and destroy everything in their path to supreme command… are simply terrified of “losing control” in a world where they are alone and
are no longer safe and sanctified in omnipotent sovereignty.
“We”, stretched to the limit, running for our lives with all
jurisprudence, social safety nets and all sanctuaries of law and
“human rights” shredded and abandoned…are out in the
streets, pushed to the edge of hopelessness and dark despair,
alone, with simply no place safe to hide from the coming
horror.
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And no one today can clearly see that all of this is simply
the “extreme” terminal endgame of a fatal, prehistoric ignorance that since the beginning was inevitably doomed to end
in exactly this deadly, destructive pageant that all of us are
unwitting, blind provocateurs in.
We cannot begin to finally comprehend that all of us are
infected with the fatal ignorance of “self” and a Primal
Perspective that will destroy Human life on earth unless we
evolve beyond its lethal destruction of our world. We have
not yet even suspected the stark truth that we cannot survive
without each other…that “they” cannot live and survive without “us”…and “we” cannot make it without “them.”
We are all fools.
We must have the courage and the fearless vision to see this.
“They” are “Global fools” for believing that they are Gods and
that their hoarded, supreme power and selfish omnipotence
are rightfully ”theirs” to be gloried in and used for their own
wishes and destiny, instead of it being the destined potential
for all universe. And for feeding upon “us” for so long, and
for turning their backs on the Human dream.
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“We” are unforgivable “fools” for sleeping through our lives,
and for being oblivious to the precious gift of living and for
wasting the magnificent potential and destiny of “us”. For
expecting others to do for us what we have to and must do for
ourselves. For mumbling “give me life” instead of shouting “I
WILL LIVE!” from the mountaintops.
And all of us are colossal “Fools” for not really “seeing” and
realizing the only way home. For not evolving the vision,
courage and faith to forsake the dark despair, discover the
light within us, and hand in hand voyage toward UNION
together. We must stop spending the magic and magnificence
of our lives upon illusions of grandeur, “self” importance and
false indulgence. That undying, eternal drive to at all costs
triumph led our unconquerable ancestors out of the darkness
against impossible odds. They lived through absolute Hell on
earth fighting, raging and dying to survive, never letting go
of the hope and the dream that still lives in us now. We must
keep that dream alive and burning in us today.
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We must stop betraying that sacred CONTINUUM and
drive of all universe to UNION that breathes through us
every second that we are alive with “foolish” trophies, contests and irrelevant victories that leave nothing truly changed
and the meaning and destiny of our lives dying in abandoned
and lost corruption. The dream that our ancestors raged and
died for deserves so much more than the false celebrations of
victory and staged conquest that now devour our useless lives
and waste the magnificent potential and the dream we were
born to find.
Will we let the fatal, prehistoric fear and the deadly ignorance of the Primal Perspective destroy “us” and the Human
dream? Will we be the ones to finally let that dream die?
It is now possible to “see” how all of our science, logic, spirituality and reason are contaminated with a ghastly prehistoric
ignorance that is lethally deadly, mortally self-destructive and
fatal to any real hope and future for our children’s children. It
is now possible to crystallize in a transcendent new awakening
that we will not and cannot escape the beast and the Primal
fear of death with supreme, “God-like” global dominance
or the discrete, “solitary” and fatal ignorance that promises
future survival and immortality in “foolish” dreams of cryonics, nanotechnology, robotics, bio, geo or genetic engineering,
bio-printing or future scientific, computerized and god-like
miracles.
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There are no Human “Gods” on this earth, there never have
been, and there never will be. There is only the colossal and
savage horror of ignorance. And every Human being on
this earth now living, and the dream of a Human future on
earth, along with that fatal and “foolish” ignorant belief of
immortality, will die in savage agony and unimaginable horror unless we can gather together and evolve a new, metamorphic Human awareness that will carry us beyond that catastrophic horror to a new Human world where somehow we
have evolved the transcendent capacity to survive and “share”
life itself.
There is no other way home.
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You and I must begin this huge sea change in Human awareness with small changes in our daily, common lives. We must
begin to think twice before we hurt or cheat someone. We
must try to hold off reacting in rage when they do it to us. We
have to concentrate and remember that in spite of everything,
and when the dust finally settles, the only way to get beyond
the prison of fear and ignorance…and the only way home is
by finding the courage to believe in and trust in each other
and ourselves. Somehow we have to stand and face the terror
and darkness together and against all odds make the Human
dream come true.
“We” have to stop being such easy prey. We have to stop giving away the magnificent potential of our lives simply because
we have not yet evolved. Because we are not yet ready to stand
in the terror of the Primal fear and do the impossible that has
never been done before. Our Human life force must fulfill
the dream and the potential of universe and become what
we were born to finally be. We cannot turn to illusion and
delusions trying to escape our destiny. There is nowhere to
hide. And there is no more time to waste. We have to learn to
“share” life. There is now no other way to survive.
It is the home we were all born to find.
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“They” must stop the knee jerk reaction to exploit and extort
weakness, and to manipulate and control the Human primal
fear and vulnerability of needing to belong and the terror of
death that is hidden in “us” all. “They” will have to let go of
that power and find the courage to set all of us free to find
each other.
All of us must find the incomparable vision and sublime
genius to truly “see” each other in the universal light of the
everywhere “potential” and CONTINUUM to UNION.
Human beings will finally gather together to comfort, protect
and defend our common weaknesses, and pick each other up
when we fall. Our Human life force will have entered a new
dimension where we will find room for each other along the
way, and no one is ever left behind and alone again. And somehow we all will find the courage to no longer feel intimidated
and afraid of “servitude”11 and of showing that compassion
and true caring “caritas” for each other. All of Humankind
will become one organism destined for the dream of UNION.
We will at long last and finally be gentle, tender and unafraid
with each other and celebrate the decency, truth and beauty
of coming together in common joy.
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As we give and feel that deep, abiding caring, and respond to
the true destiny of universal UNION, we will feel less and
less alone. And we will feel less and less terribly “solitary” and
helpless against the Primal Fear that has imprisoned us for so
many, many eons. Our life force will subtly and sublimely turn
towards a higher, more evolved awareness. A new Human
world and the final consummation of the Human dream will
be just be a matter of “time”…glorious TIME that all of “US”
will have, to prosper and grow… into the grace and communion of a new golden Human renaissance to come.
We will have kept the Human dream alive for our children. Together we will have done the impossible, evolved the
incomparable ability to “share” life and come home to belong
in the destiny of universe.
Ages and eternities from now the evolved ancestors of our
children’s children will have long forgotten what we have
done.
But they will live and glory in the memory and the Dream
that they will be.
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EPILOGUE
Finally, there is one last insight that it is absolutely vital to add.
It is time for the men in this world to pass the torch, step
back and look to the mothers, lovers and women of this world
to truly show us how to care. It is no small coincidence that
through the eons they have been the blessed sanctuary and
birthplace for Human life on this earth. It is time we men recognize, honor and cease trying to “foolishly” and ignorantly
control and create that miracle that has been bestowed upon
them since forever. In somehow learning to “surrender” to
the secret embrace and destiny of universe, we dominant and
supremely ignorant men must begin by acknowledging and
surrendering to the love and compassion and holy sensitivity
of the women who make life worth living for us all.
Bequeathed with the heartbeat of life, empowered with the
inextinguishable source of mothering compassion and the
eternal, sacred sanctum of Human love, we men must cease
fearing that gift as a threat, and have the courage to acknowledge and accept the power of their deep wisdom and healing
embrace.
The pulse and song of UNION is strongest and forever undying in the beauty, promise and holy refuge of feminine spiritual wonder and joy that they have serenely and patiently kept
alive for us all through the long and ignorant darkness.
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They have been left laboring forgotten in the shadows long
enough. It is time for men to defer to their enduring strength
without fear and admit that we will have to look to them to
somehow gather and create the faith and love to find the way
home to UNION for all Humankind.
Just like the fact that the supreme, arrogant masculine elite,
now obsessed with the illusion of immortality and total dominance of this disintegrating earth, will be the last ignorant
Humans on earth to escape the fatal primal ignorance and
accept that the dream of UNION is our only hope…it will be
the precious, beautiful soul of the feminine spirit on earth, in
forgiveness, gentle reconciliation and abiding trust that will
lovingly help us learn and teach us like children to communicate the magic and wonder of truly “sharing” life.
It will be the women who will be the first to find the way
home for us all.
Wait for it…
Until that time.
Jim Anderson
Saltspring Island
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FOOTNOTES
1 “A New Way to Be Human on Earth” Copyright 2012.
By James L. Anderson, Primal Perspective Publishers
Saltspring Island, British Columbia, Canada
2 “One of man’s most striking differences from other animals rests in his capacity for objectification.” Footnotes
121 Francisco Romero has described man’s uniquely
developed ‘capacity to distinguish objects, to individualize them’ as highly cognitive (P. 45, Theory of Man,
Francisco Romero, University of California Press, 1964)
and quite distinct…The capacity for objectificationwhich in turn made it possible to conceive of symbols, to
devise articulate speech, to engage in abstract thought,
to practice art, to develop concepts of persons, obligations and values, and to be aware of himself in the context of society-was itself of adaptive value”, Grahame
Clark, Aspects of Prehistory, Univ. of CaliforniaPress,
1974, p. 106-107
3 “ With silent lips, ‘Give me your tired, your poor, your
huddled masses breathing to be free, the wretched
refuse of your teeming shore, send these the homeless,
tempest-tossed to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden
door.”The New Colossus, A sonnet, written by Emma
Lazarus given as a donation to an auction to raise
funds for the completion of the Statue of Liberty, now
engraved on a bronze plaque mounted on its pedestal.
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4 “Every technology means violence to nature; and even
where it utilizes or exploits natural energies by direct
manipulation, it is able to serve its purpose only in
opposition to nature.” The Organism, A Holistic
Approach to Biology, by Kurt Goldstein, copyright
1995
5 “Heartlight” is a song written by Neil Diamond, Carole
Bayer Sager and Burt Bacharach. Neil Diamond first
recorded it in 1982. The song, Heartlight is the first
track on his 1982 album, entitled Heartlight.
6 “Contact is still superficial, involving the danger of yet
another servitude.” The Phenomenon of Man, Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin
7 The slogan “Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité” stems from
the French Revolution: it appeared in public debate
before the proclamation of the First Republic as of
1790.
8 “From too much love of living, From hope and fear set
free, We thank with brief thanksgiving Whatever gods
may be, That no life lives for ever, That dead men rise
up never, That even the weariest river Winds somewhere safe to sea.” Songs before Sunrise, Algernon
Charles Swindburn
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9 “Driven by the forces of love, the fragments of the
world seek each other so that the world may come into
being…Love in all its subtleties is nothing more, and
nothing less, than the more or less direct trace marked
on the heart of the element by the psychical convergence of the universe upon itself.” Love as Energy,
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
10 Ibid., Footnote 2
11 Ibid., Footnote 6
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Dear Reader,
I appreciate your taking the time to read this challenging book.
I know the ideas are unusual and difficult to digest.
They are raw and unfinished.
Only you can complete them and make them come alive.
Hand in hand we can do the impossible.
And the only way home is together.
Thank you...
And pass the Dream along.
Until that time,
Jim Anderson
Saltspring Island

